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EXPORT GROWTH IN THE NEW WORLD ENVIRONMENT; 
THE CASE OF LATIN AMERICA * 

Bmsmry 

In 1973 Latin America had reached a relatively strong positioa for 
adjusting to the problems caused by the increase in oil prices and the subse-
quent recession in the industrial eotaatries» The .growth of exports» especially 
of manufactures8 had accelerated; the resource gap had. been reduced to,only 
0.5% of GDPj creditworthiness was strong and external capital was available 
in large amounts and on relatively, favorable term. In the 1974/75 recession 
external credit© helped make the adjustment process proceed »ore smoothly3 
financing imports and investments at higher levels than would otherwise have 

been possible. At the same time, however, exports decelerated in 1974 and 

fell in 1975, and external debt — which had increased in line with exports 

in previous years — rose sharply while terms hardened. In the adjustment 

process those countries fared best which had been successful in diversifying 

exports, and continued to encourage exports, particularly by flexibility in 

their exchange rates as an offset to domestic inflation. Lags in adjustment 

measures turned out to be costly9 especially in terms of debt accumulated and 
investment opportunities foregone. 

While in the 1974-1975 recession manufactured exports generally 

declined less than those of the more traditional staple products, the exports 

of many Industrial products also decelerated and some even declined» while 

certain non-traditional agricultural exports performed better than manufacturer 

* Messrs. Steven Foley and Guillermo Maraol provided research assistance 
in preparing this paper* 
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Exports suffered least» and in previous years had often increased most, 

where multinational firms provided marketing channels; this was especially 

true in Brazil. Furthermore, general export incentive measures, those 

affecting a broad range of export products» including in particular flexible 

exchange rates in an inflationary environment, were essential in achieving 

a dynamic export performance. 

In the years ahead, Latin America will need to adapt itself to 

major shifts in its external position — e.g., those caused by the higher 

cost of oil, the increased external indebtedness of some countries and the 

pressure on available capital resources, the possibility that the inter-

national environment will be less favorable to export growth, changes in 

coc&parative advantage and the development of new export products, including 

major new resource-based exports. For the maintenance of a viable balance 

of payments in an environment of growth and continued structural transfor-

mation, a resumption of the export momentum is crucial. The projections 

underlying the analysis in this paper assume that total exports will resume 

their growth, amounting to son© 9-10% by 1980 and subsequent years, with 

manufactured exports growing by 10-15% in real terms. These are good growth 

rates, but lower than those achieved in the early 'seventies. Manufactured 

export growth will not be sufficient to cover the increase in Latin America's 

foreign exchange needs. It must be supplemented by development of resource-

based exports (e.g. j, in Peru and Colombia) as well as agricultural exports, 

especially from Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Paraguay and Uruguay. Without 

export growth of these magnitudes the growth of GDP would fall below 6-7%, 
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the rate regarded as a tolerable minimum if Latin America is to achieve' a 
reasonable improvement in the standard of living ot its lowest income groups. 

The realisation of these growth rates will, to a very considerable 

ext®nt9 depend on external market conditions and the ability of countries t© 

continue diversifying their manufactured ©sports» The demand of industrial 
o 

countries (which take some 601 off Latin American manufactured exports) is 

expected to resain reasonably strong ¡> but not as strong as in the early 

'seventies. Their growth performance aay be dampened by concern with persis-

tent inflation. Liberalisation ©f tariffs and other restriction® may be 

tempered by the prevalence of unemployment at rates higher than those in 

1960-73. 

A new Brookings Institute study estimates that the new Tokyo Round 
of trade negotiations could induce, by the early 'eighties, an increase in 

r ' ' 

LOG exports equivalent to 3-6% of total 1974 ©sports. If, as is likely, 
textile imports would not be significantly liberalized, the impact of new 

liberalization measures would be only about 3X of total-1974 exports — this 
would be equivalent to 12% of manufactured exports, i.e., about one year of 

projected growth, a not inconsiderable impact. While LDC's have increased 
their shares of import markets in developed countries, particularly for items 
which grew most rapidly in the past decade, their shares of total markets 
are as yet small: there is much scope for substitution of imports from LBC's 
for products from developed countries. 

If high growth rates of manufactured exports are to be realized D 
countries will nave to develop new specialties and products. For some of 
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these, such as non-electrical machinery and other capital goods, market poten-

tials are large. In these new lines adjustment problems and labor displace-

ment in the importing markets may be less or could be overcome more easily 

than in such items as automobiles, textiles and leather goods. Exporters will 

need to be free and encouraged to search new markets and develop new products 

— hence, incentive measures should Qover a broad spectrum. The experience 

of the past eight years, in which the leading exporting nations developed 

very rapidly a wide range of new items, augurs well for their ability to con-

tinue doing so, provided of course, that policies will encourage the necessary 

investment and marketing efforts as well as the absorption of new technologies 

available from abroad. 

Progress made in the establishment of outward-looking policies has 

been very substantial since the late 'sixties. In the last two years, as 

part of the adjustment to the recession there have been some setbacks in a 

few countries, but it can be assumed that these are temporary phenomena. At 

the same time, however9 it is possible that the control of domestic price 

increases — in several countries well above the rate of international infla-

tion — could run contrary to the flexible exchange rate policies which are 

an essential part of any export policy in an inflationary environment. 

Furthermore, resource-based export projects are less dependent on domestic 

input and labor costs, and exchange rate flexibility may seem less important 

for them. In Brazil, and elsewhere, the development of import substitution 

industries (capital goods, fertilizers) initially producing primarily for the 

domestic market may also, in the present stage of development, be less depen-

dent on favorable export policies and hence, involve a.trade-off with these 

policies. 



The growth profile, envisaged in the projections for the next 5 
years or so, suggests that compared, with their relatively strong position in 
the early "seventies, Latin Aaaricsa countries,®ay be sore vulnerabl® to.a 
recession in external demands their debt burdens have,increased and capital 
may b® available on less favorable tenssj their ©sports would fe<s gro'Kdag 
less rapidly 5 and their issports ar©, smaller in relation to GBP, bene®, 
may be harder to "cospress"* fh®f are new also exporting a larger store of 
their tsanufaetured goods t© industrial markets than in the X&te 5sixties„ 
and the same forces drawing Latin Aasrica into th<a world economic system 
will continue to be strong. As a counterparts export® to the legion have 
lagged behind exports to industrial ©©entries, and.the proportion of exports 
going to LAFTA ha® declined significantly. 

The greater vulnerability to ©sternal fluctuation® asphasis®® the 
importance of compensatory financing, both private and public, putting 
countries in a stronger position t© develop ©xport industries along thm most 
economic lines. Furthermore9 in tfe© interest of vigoroi&s and more stable 
growth, exports might best be directed t© the use rapidly growing market®. 
This would include the regional mrket, since the Latin American ©coaosies 
ar© projected to grow at rates 4CH50I or so above the OECS countries. 

Given differences in location and transport costs, regional trade 
will necessarily continue to b© distributed quit© unevenly over various 
countries. And so will the measures taken to encourage it. Stimulation of 
exports within the region should cover both agricultural and industrial pro-
ducts. Exports of the former would exploit the considerable differences in 
natural endowments existing even among neighboring countries. The emphasis 
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on regional exports of industrial products would involve development of 

greater complimentarity of export: production. This is envisaged in the 

programming of key industries in the Andean market, which over the longer-

term could be as important as the liberalization of trade. 



roORT GRQTOI IN THE NEW MORID EHVIRONMEM i 
THE CASE Of LATIN AMERICA 

Over the past 10 y (tars most Istia ámerieaa countries have, £@ a» 
increasing extent , pursued t© e^and má diversify ©shorts. The@® 

policies„ together with a generally favorable external environment, mad® 
possible export growth rat®© in 1968=73, the magnitude of which had not b©@a 

i? 

foreseen by most analysts o The e^ort growth greatly enhanced eh® ee®a«ie 
strength of the Latin ásasriean comerles — it increased their creditortfei-
nes® for substantially higher ©sternal borrowing, which in turn helped -
finance larger iaveatsaents in industry» mining and infrastructure; and it 
greatly improved their capacity for' adjusting e© the adverse effects on tteir 
©sternal financial position of th® 1974»75 recession in the industrial 
countrieso 

Continuation of export growth and diversification will vitally 
affect the growth prospect® of th® Latin áaericaa countries over th® aest 
5-10 years, their ability t© sdjuet t® the changes in asternal price, dassiad 
and supply relationships which have occurred since 1973 and to obtain adequate 
amounts ©f external financing» At the saas tiaa,, however, the very change© in 
the external environment ar® putting pressures on the outward-oriented policies 
adopted in the 1st© 'sixties, and international conditions for the supply of 
capital and for export growth may be less favorable than what they were in th® 
early "seventies» 

This paper seeks to assess the role continued export growth wast 
play in Latin America's development and how export policies can best be adopted 
to the changes in external as wall as domestic conditions which have occurred 
since 1973= 
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First, the paper focusses oa. developments is 1971—75 ¡> with special 

emphasis oa those features which are likely to have a bearing on the pattern 

and level of future growth. What were the factors behind the export accele-

ration? What role did exports play in enabling countries to adjust to the 

1974-75 recession and how did manufactured exports fare during the recession? 
* 

Secondly, it considers the role of exports and export policies in 

L#f.in America's growth during the next 5-10 years. What minimal export 

growth rates must be achieved in order to maintain a viable external position? 

these.rates be realized? What are the factor© causing a slow-down of 

manufactured export .growth and a change in export composition? What do these 

factors imply for export policies and what are the pressures on these policies 

and what will be the case for special incentive measures? What will be Latin 

America's ability to maintain some measure of stability in its external payments 

position and cope with the effects of fluctuation® in external demand? 

Thirdly, it considers the role of intra-regional trade in recent 

and prospective export development. How was it affected by the acceleration 

in exports and what contribution can regional markets make to, export growth 

and countries' ability to cope with external fluctuations. 
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I. Developments in 1971-75 

Table 1 summarises the ®aj©r elements In the GDP, Balance of Pay-
ments and External Debt of ten Lstin American count«..!/, which account for 
some 84% of total GDP of countries in Latin Asserlea ®nd th® Caribbean, 73% 
of export® (excluding the oil exporters Venezuela, Ecuador and Trinidad and 
Tobago) and 891 of external debt (again excluding these oil exporters). 

o 

Major characteristics of growth trends In th® first thre© years, 1971-73 
(i.e., those preceding the Increase in oil prices and th® OEGD recession) 
are i 

(a) Growth in GDF, ©sports and ©specially sanufactured escorts 
were accelerating to high levels not achieved in previous years. In 1973 
GDP growth averaged over 8% for th® ten countries, and manufactured ©sport® 
grew by 31.3% in real t a . Thés® growth parasiter® reflect the progressive 
integration of major Latin American countries lata the world econosy.(trad®, 
investment and finance). 

(b) As GDP growth accelerated, th® ratio between imports and GDP 
remained stable and th® resource gap dwindled to less than 0.5% ©£ GDP or 
bârely more than $1 billion in 1973. 

(c) Terms of trade improved by more than 8% in these three years, 
despite the sharp increase in Import prices associated with the higher oil 
prices and world inflation. 

The acceleration of export growth was most marked and significant 
for manufactured exports» Manufactured exports by LAFTA Increased by an 

1/ Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, 
Jamaica, Mexico and Peru. 
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average annual rate of 39.8% (In current dollars)» with rates for the four 

countries shown in Table 2 ranging from 34.5% for Argentina to 52.21 for Brazil. 

The growth reached a peak in 1973, when it amounted to 31% in real terms for 

the ten countries shown in Table 1. This growth covered a broad range of items» 

e.g.» light and heavy consumer goods» machinery and electrical equipment. 

Many of these items started from a zero or very small base in 1968 and reached 

substantial amounts in 1973. Annex Table 7 shows twenty-six such export items 

for Brazil, some of which grew to almost $100 million by 1973. Similar observa-

tions can be made for Argentina, Colombia and Mexico (Cf Annex Tables 8-10). 

The major factors underlying the acceleration of manufactured exports 

were: 

(a) Major Latin American countries had significantly changed their . 

foreign exchange rate policies (especially Brazil and Colombia who intro-

duced flexible exchange rates in 1968^ and/or adopted effective export incen^ 

tive measures.—^ 

1/ "Exchange rate flexibility" in this paper means a policy of adjusting exchange 
rates, frequently if necessary, to the pace of domestic inflation, maintaining 
as a minimum the real purchasing power parity and permitting the exchange rate 
to play a central role in resource allocation. (Generally characterized by 
Phase IV of the MBEE project; Cf Jagdish N. Bhagwati and Anne 0. Krueger, 
Exchange Control, Liberalization and Economic Development» Am. Econ. Bev. May 
1973.) Brazil is one of several countries which relied on a mixture of exchang 
rate, fiscal and credit measures to stimulate exports. "When we incorporate ou 
measure of the incentives into the discussion of the evolution of the real 
exchange rate for manufactured exports over time, we see that the various in-
centive instruments have more than offset any decline in the real exchange rate 
since late 1964.... While exchange rate policy since 1968 has been used to 
stabilize real exporter remuneration, fiscal policy has been the instrument by 
which such remuneration has been increased." (William G. Tyler, Manufactured 
Export Expansion and Industrialization in Brazil, Tuebingen, 1976, page 222.) 
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(b) Their industrial production. and marketing ability had 
reached a stage where they were abi® to achieve significant ©sport gr®wtho 
A substantial part of their ©sport production and marketing was organised 
with the assistance of multinational companies In fact, exports inereassd 
most, to coratries where these companies provided access t© extensive mrketiag 
and retailing facilities (®e@ Sect!©® III). 

(c) Market conditions wer© favorable, partly bseause of pad busi-
ness conditions in the custossr countries and partly because ©f the effects ©f 
import liberalisation and preferential tariff arrangements. All ©f eh© B.S. 
and other QECD countries w®r® enjoying good business condition® gla©ltan®@®aly» 

(d) Country shares in import saarkets were still relatively low at 
the start ©f the period. 

Latin American countries w©re severely hit by the increase in oil 
prices and the subsequent 1974-75 recession, ©specially those not self-
sufficient in oil and which had, thromgh diversification' into manufactured 
exports to industrial countries, becoa® evea »re integrated with the w©rld 
economy. Notable examples are•Brsgil, Chile and Uruguay. Although prices for 
major commodities, especially agricultural, did not move strictly parallel- in 
the most recent cyclical downturn — with weather conditions even causing increases 
for some (e.g., sugar and coffee) — deasand for manufactured exports did 
generally decline or decelerate. 

1/ Se© Go K. Helleiner Manufactured Exports from Less Developed Countries and 
Multinational Firms. The Economic Journal, March 1973. Tyler,, opt, cit., 
page 148, states that multinational firms accounted for 43% of all manu-
factured exports of Brazil in I%y„ Foreign firms were most important for . . 
the machinery and transport equipment category, for which 76% of all 1969 
exports were undertaken by foreign firms. 
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At the end of 1973 most of the countries were in a relatively strong 

position to cope with the adverse impact of the OECD recessioni 

(a) Exports had been rising dynamically and, in fact, the year-to-

year increases in export earnings covered a substantial portion of total ser-

vice payments on external debt. (For example, in 1974 the increase in Brazil's 

exports of goods and services was equivalent to 73% of its total debt service; 

for the ten-country group the figure was even larger? 113%..) 

(b) The debt-service was relatively low — e.g., the debt-service 

ratio was 22% for the tea-country group in 1974 compared with 28% in 1971«, 

Although total debt increased sharply in 1974 (and terms generally hardened 

in 1975), the increase in service payments lagged behind and in fact these 

payments declined in relation to export earnings. Hence, countries were in 

a strong position to utilize the large amounts of private credits available 

for financing imports and investments while taking the necessary short- and 

long-term adjustment measures. 

(c) Imports were at a sufficiently high level in relation to GBP 
i 

that some compression could eventually be achieved without severely endangering 

longer-term growth. 

In the first phases of the 1974-75 adjustment process most countries' 

imports did, however, increase faster than GDP — notable exceptions being Chile 

and Colombia. External capital helped countries to continue increasing their 

imports and hence make the adjustment process smoother than it would have been 

otherwise. Between 1973 and 1975 import payments increased by $16 billion for 

the 10-country group (or by 70%), the resource gap increased from $1 billion to 



$1U billion (or 2°8% of GBP) sad ©sternal debt increased from $29 billion to 
$48 billion. 

A notable feature of the, capital inflow was the increased importance 

of private credits. The net inflow of capital from private sources doebled 

between 1973 and 1975 to $8.4 billion. The star® of private credits la total 
o ' 

external debt increased fro® less than 49% in 1970 to 71% in 1975. 

Up to 1974 the growth ©£ esternai debt» while rapid» was roughly 

in line with the growth of ©sport®. In-1967-70 ©xtsrnal debt increased by 

12.6% per annum whil© ©sports ©aiming© grew by 12.2%. As experts aee®l@rat©d 

in 1971-74» s© did the grewth of ©sternal debt' — 29% per-annua growth for 

esporta as against 23.51 for ©sternal. àèbtM la 1974-75 as ©sternal capital 

was used la part to help offset the adverse balance of payment© effect® ©£ th® 

recession» external debt Increasedrapidly thsn exportss debt increased 

on average by 29.11 p©r annum as'sfsinst growth ©f exports ©f 15.7%» In 

addition» in 1975 teras of private • credits hardened markedly,, -

Manufactured Bssports in the 1974-75 Recession 

Some observations ©n th® behavior of manufactured exports in th© 

two recession years are useful» ©ven if incomplete and tentative» for under-

standing the issues confronting countries in their ©sport strategy» 
f ... 

First» in real terms exports decelerated markedly». Table 1 shows 

real growth rates of manufactured exports of 31.3% in 1973» 8.2% in 1974» and' 

1/ The figures in this sentence and in the previous one are for a group of 
18 countries; Argentina» Bolivia» Brazil» Chile» Colombia» Costa Rica» 
Dominican Republic» El Salvador» Guatemala» Guyana, Honduras» Jamaica» 
Mexicoj Nicaragua» Panama» Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay. The. 1971-74 data 
for the 10-country group of Table 1 would be 29.5% per annum increase in 
exports and 29.0% in external debt. 
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4.2% in 1975. In current dollars exports increased by 53.9% in 1974 and 7.21 
in 1975.—^ While the 1974 and 1975 growth rates are clearly more favorable 
than those achieved for traditional staple products, they are sharply less than 
the 1971-73 rates, and the experience of some countries and cosmodity groups 
suggests that certain manufactured exports also suffered considerably, both in 

« 

terms of volume and prices. In Colombia, for example, the increase in volume 
in 1975 was more than offset by the decline in unit values ; non-traditional 
agricultural exports did better than manufactured goods. In Brazil, whil© 
unit prices of total exports increased by 0.7% prices of manufactured 
exports declined by 6% in 1975 (as against a 44% increase in 1974) and prices 

2/ 
of semi-processed goods— declined by 18%. Export prices of capital goods — 

a rapidly growing category — declined by 51 (as against an increase of 21% 

in capital goods import prices). In general, exports of the more "traditional" 

items (shoes, textiles0 wood products) did not do well — these also tend to 

have the larger market shares In the U.S. Those produced and marketed by the 

multinationals (automotive products and machinery) generally did better than 

other exports. 
Policies affecting general price competitiveness clearly had an 

effect on the behavior of manufactured exports in these recession years. This 

is apparent from a comparison between Chile and Uruguay, on the one hand, with 
Mexico and Peru on the other. In Chile which had real devaluation of 37% 

1/ These percentages are for a group of 5 countries : Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
Mexico and Peru. 

2/ Including, among others, cocoa butter (20%), soybean oil (31%), castor 
oil (31%), pig iron (24%), and wood pulp (27%). 
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in 1974-75 — manufactured ©spores isacreasad from $226" million is 1973 6© 

$675 million-in 1975c Continuation of this growth trend9 m a at a slow©s paces 
would significantly change and ©ah&ae® Chile's development pattern' and prospects. 

Likewise,, change® in Uruguay's polici©® (esctaage rate flexibility9 export 

subsidies and import liberaligatioa) ®ad© possible ©a increase in non-traditional 

exports by 50% in 1975 s thereby offsetting the decline in export© of asat 

wool tops caused by SEC restrictions and other adverse ssarket coaditionSo 

(Nos-traditiomal exports a® a percentage of total increased fro® 181 in 1973 

to 451 ia X975o) On th® other toads, Fens and Mexico8 coisntries which «»tiroed 

a fixed rat® policy in aa inflationary eavirmweat suffered relatively l@r§© 

volmm declines (14.72 for Mssico ia 1975 and 27.9% for Paru). And Music©"® 

share of U.S. isports tended to dsclia© in both year®. 

The conclusions ©ssrgtag froa these.prelSaiaary observations 

(a) General policy miwesg ©specially concerning ©xetmag© rates 

(but also lnv<a@tmmfc policies ia th® private sector) war® important in achiev-

ing export grox-sth ia the adverse conditions of 1974 and 1975. 

(b) Manufactured exports¡> while faring better than ®ost stspl®s8 
were adversely affected by the recession. Soma sub-categories did better 
than others» but generally industrial exports slotted down markedly and prices' 
of many products declined. And in. some countries non-traditional agricultural 
exports out-performed manufactured goods. It would seem that in these 
circumstances general incentive measures — those affecting a broad range of' 
exports — are better than those narrowly focussed on selected items. 



II Future Export Growth 

Mala Characteristics of Growth 

The projections in Table 1 for the'group of 10 Latin American 

countries sum up those prepared for the individual countries on the basis of 

uniform assumptions about the external environment (e.g.» demand in industrial 

countries, prices of raw material exports, international Inflation). Country 

growth rates reflect growth potentials and strategy, investment and export 

plans and policies as well as the necessary adjustments in the balance of 

payments during the projection period. The projections brltxg out certain key 

issues to be considered in an export development policy? 

(a) A resumption of export growth seems essential for development 

in the next several years. Exports have become a leading sector in Latin 

America's growth. And they are fundamental for maintaining countries' 

abilities to obtain and service adequate levels of external capital. The 

scenario presented in Table 1 assumes that real growth of total exports can 

reach 8-10% per annum — reflecting growth of all major categories (agricul-

tural, mineral and manufacturing); manufactured exports would grow by 10-15% 

per annum, a good growth rate, but beloW the super-growth levels (23%) 

achieved in the early seventies. Terns of trade are projected to improve only 

marginally for the remainder of the decade. Export growth lower than the 

projections would depress GDP growth because of the direct impact on the 

export sector, and the reduced foreign exchange availability; capital inflows 

would also be adversely affected, thus intensifying the cut in external 

resources. 
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(lb) The projection assuaee that imports can be reduced fro® 111 
of GDP in 1974 and 1975 to ratter less than 9% by the late seventies« Decline 
in the issport ratio would seem to be possible» given the possibilities of 
adjusting to the new ©sternal environment (which in so»® countries ha® already 
entailed some real devaluation of eh© eschange rate) and the plan® Sot issport 
substitution projects, especially in «Brazil (®.g09 capital goods» fertilise 
and steel)„ 

(c) Overall growth would accelerate to 6-7%= Significantly lower 
growth rates would not b® eosap&tifel® with the objective of improving th® 
living standards of the lowest iaeoa© groups.. 

(d) On this basis th® external resource gap would declim© progres-
sively (from 2»81 in 1975) ®ad turn into a small surplus after 1979« This 
turn-aroundB if achieved and sustained„ w©uXd0 of course» be th® singl® most 
important factor in containing the build-up of external debt» Interest oa 
debt outstanding has risen substantially ia the last few years — bscaus® of 
both th® hardening of tesas and higher level of debt and is expected t© 
remain a substantial charge on available resources ($3«5 billion in 1975 and 
§7 billion in 1980).. In all the build-up of external debt' would decelerate 

in relation to export earnings — 12% per annum'growth in 1975-80 in debt as 
against 18% in export earnings«. 

Balance of payments and growth prospects ar®8 of course» highly 
sensitive to increases in petroleum and mineral production. Without substan-
tial new oil productions, countries that are now self-sufficient in oil» or 
nearly so, would have to increase their imports substantially. Moreover» in 
most countries other than the petroleum exporters» increased exports of 
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mineral products will be fundamental for the maintenance of the growth momentum 

achieved in the past decade. This is, £or example» true for Peru and Colombia 

(phosphate, coal, nickel, copper, and petrochemical developments). These pro-

jects will require substantial external capital investment, many of which will 

not bear fruit until well into the 'eighties. In Brazil both major agricultural 

export increases (e.g.» soya beans) and mineral exports (e.g.» iron ore) are 

key elements ia the export growth scenario. Besides Brazil., agricultural 

exports will play a key role in Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay» and Colombia. 

Mineral and agricultural products are essential in supplementing the potential 

growth of manufactured exports. 

External Factors Determining Export Growth . . . 

Given the uncertainties surrounding any forecast dependent on as many 

variables as LDC exports, and the poor record of most past projections and 

forecasts, it is, of course, futile to claim precision for the projections 

underlying Table 1. Yet, certain identifiable changes in the major factors 

pinpoint several of tha policy features of interest to LDC export growth. 

Growth rates in customer countries, further liberalization and 

shares of LDUs' products in importing markets are crucial external factors. 

Official projections suggest that the growth of industrial markets 

in the late 'seventies would be about the same as the favorable 1971-73 
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record.™ Yet9 on® can have doubts as to the réalisa of these projections 
for planning industrial export policies. The industrial countries are still 
suffering from higher unemployment and inflation rates than they experiaaogd 
in the early 'seventies. While inflation at present is lower than ia the 
previous 12 months9 concern with further reducing inflation continuas to 
b© & central element ia the policies of major industrial countries, this 
concern can hardly be considered a passing phenoasaoa as the persistence of 
inflation ®ay8 in fact, be influenced by deep-seated structurais institu-
tional and social factors: some of the Industrial countries appear increas-
ingly to suffer fro® difficulties in resolving conflicting claims on avail» 
able resources. In such an environments attempts to hold back inflation are 
bound to dampen growth performance. Paradoxicallys such restraint on ¡growth 
is taking place in an eaviroassat.of higher uasssploymsnt than what was 
experienced in 1960-73. 

Even at a somewhat reduced growth rate the combined 01CD ®ark©t 
wouXd remain a saajor growth factor for Latin Astsricaa export®. This is true 
in particular when account is takes of its large absolute sis®5 eh® relatively 
high incoms elasticity of imports, and the possibility that countries will start 

2/ exporting new products*, e.g., non-electrical machinery, to this market.— 

1/ The growth rates of the recovery years, 1976 and 1977, are most likely to 
turn out higher than those of the recession years, 1974 and 1975. For the 
intermediate term outlook a comparison between 1978-80 and 1971-73 is sore 
meaningful. For these years the actual figures and those projected by 
OECD ares 

1971-73 1978-80 1981-85 
U.S. 4.3 4.8 4.6 
Japan 8.7 6.8 6.4 
Western Europe 4.2 4.8 4.6 
OECD Total 5.1 5.1 4,9 

2J Based on an analysis of data of manufactured exports of Hong Kong and on 
studies of the U.S. and West Gernan markets (by M. E. Kreinln and Hans H. 
Glismann), Dönges and Riedel (o£t. cit., pp. 38-39) point to an income 
elasticity of about 3. 
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Concern with unemployment is bound to make industrial countries more 
sensitive to increases in imports of labor-intensive products as well as other 
products where imports offer severe competition to existing domestic industries. 
Sensitivities of this kind may be important even if the demonstrable ©®ploy-
sent effects of further import liberalization are ss&all» This may be particu-
larly relevant for the products whosa exports grew most rapidly in 1967-73» 
and in which market shares have increased substantially (vizp clothing» textiles, 
wood and leather products» electrical machinery^). Only a relatively small 
group of products (clothing» textiles and electrical machinery) make up close 
to half, of total LDC issnufactured exports — and for these import market 
shares in the major customer countries (U.S. and Japan) can no longer b® 
regarded small. On the other hand» a mores basic consideration is the share of 
imports from LDCs in the total market of the developed countries. These total 
market shares are still small for sost products» although for some ©f the 
most rapidly growing LDC export products they have increased significantly in 
the last decade. LDC exports have progressively displaced imports from devel-
oped countries in a dynamic process of adaptation to shifting cosspsr&tlve 
advantage. In particular» total saarket shares of LDC's are a@ yet negligible 

II In the U.S. import market LDC shares have increased significantly for 
several commodities s 

1967 1974 
Clothing 40 74 
Travel Goods and Handbags 33 68 
Wood and Cork Manufactures 38 55 
Electrical Machinery 10 45 
Textiles 40 45 
Leather and Products 24 43 

Cf Donald B. Keesing and Phi Anh Pleach, Industrial Countries® Manufactured 
Imports from Developing Countriess mimeo. IBRDs May 5„ 1976» Table 6. 
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for aoa-elecfcrical machinery and other capital goods — products which 
could be the spearhead of new essport growth phase of key LDC's.-^ 

In the "sixties and early "seventies, IDC exports benefitted 
considerably from the Kennedy Hound of liberalisation of import tariffs 

2/ and restrictions.— . Bis effects of further trade liberalization my well 
» 

be ©lowers particulars in those categories in which LDC exports in the 
past 10 years enjoyed the most spectacular growth. Cliae and Associatess in 
a Brookings Institution studys conclude that the present Tokyo Round say 
result in 60% cuts ia tariffs and agricultural non-trade tariff barriers 
which "would probably increase essports of the developing countries by $2.5 
billion and $0.5 billion respectively (ia 1974 values)0 raising their aaarnl 
non-oil export earnings by somewhat sore than 3%. Although politically unlike-
ly 0 a similar liberalisation of textiles would add another $2.3 billion ia ex-
port gains„ raising the total gains fro© import liberalisation to approximately 

1/ The relatively small total market shares -of LDC5© -and the role of 
country substitution (imports fro® LDC's displacing those fro© developed 
countries) are emphasized in Juergea B„ Donges and Jamas Riedelj The 
Expansion of Manufactured JSxports in Developing Countries; An 
Empirical Assessment of Supply ana Demand Issues, Kiel Institute of 
World Economics Working Paper No. 49„ June 1976. 

27 Cf J. M. Fingers Effects of the Kennedy Round Tariff Concessions„ The 
Economic Journals, March 1976. This article also points out that the 
success of manufactured easports from LDC's resulting from the tariff 
cuts suggests that LDC's benefit from general (a.f.n.) tariff reduc-
tions 9 and that a system of general preferences may not be ia their 
long-run advantage. This conclusion is also stated in the Brookings 
Institute study quoted below. 
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h% of non-oil exports.™^ 

• A 3-6% effect — and 3Z would seem ®or@ certain than 6% — is 
only a fraction of the year-to-year total export increase projected for the 
major Latin American countries in Table 1. On the other hand* the liberali-
zation e£fect8 eslcuding textiles, computed by Cline and Associates» is 

o 

equivalent to one entire year growth (12%) projected for total LDC manufac-
tured exports. 

• Absence of retaliation against vigorous LDC export policies, may» 
for some products» be a more important factor in prospective export growth 
than.new. liberalisation measures. Given the sizable market shares achieved 
in some of the most rapidly growing categories» importing countries may be 
sensitive to further increase®. As already noted» this will be particularly 
true if countries continue to suffer from unusually high uneaployraant rates. 

The major conclusion which ©marges Is that dynamic growth of 
manufactured exports will need to be accompanied by continued diversifica-
tion into new items — especially those where even the major LDC®s (Brazil, 

2/ 

Korea» Taiwan) are yet in the very early stages of development.— These 
new exports — capital goods» non-electrical machinery and other technologic-
ally more complicated products — will require opening up new lines of pro-
duction» both for import substitution and esport. Once the LDC®s manage to 

1/ William R. Cline» Noboru Kawanabe» T.O.M. Kransjo and Thomas Williams» 
Trade» Welfare and Employment: Effects of Multilateral Trade Negotia-
tions in the Tokyo Round, Brookings Institution draft.» Chapter 7» "Trade 
Negotiations and the Less-Developed Countries". 

2/ The importance of flexibility in exports is stressed by Hollis B. Chenery 
in "The Structuralist Approach to Development Policy/" The American 
Economic Review 65» (May 1975)» page 314. 
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enter the markets for these new products» the potential for further growth 

is wry substantial. At present only a small share of the total internal 

market for industrial equipsasnt is supplied by LDC's. Giv@n their present 

industrial structure„ several LDC's should b© able to eater these new pro-

duction lines — Brazil end Korea are good examples of countries already 

preparing themselves for this new .phase. 

Domestic Factors 

The favorable turn in trad© and exchange policies of Brazil sad 

Colombia initiated ia 1968 have sine© been followed by Argentina, Chile 

sad Uruguay. Mexico also took several measures to encourage exports. Will 

these policies continue in the face of changed external conditions? On th® 

one handa since these conditions may remain less favorable to export growth 

than what they were ia th® early ®seventies„ and competition aassag L9€"s 

can be expected to Intensify in several product lines„ export industries 

ia LDC's will press for continuation of outward-looking policies. They will 

b© .supported by those concerned with overall growth and creditworthiness. 

Without clear continuity in policies„ export industries will hesitate to 

make the substantial lavestwents needed to maintain the forward momentum of 

the past decade. Furthermorep continued absorption of foreign technology 

seems essential for growth and diversificationp especially where it is aa 

important factor in export production and marketing.—^ 

1/ Outward-looking policies are "good" for export growth but not neces-
sarily for other objectives^ e.g., Increasing the lowest incomes and 
improving income distribution. The consequences of outward-looking 
policies for employment and real wages are not discussed here. Some of 
the different views on these policies are mentioned in P. P. Streeten, 
Trade Strategies for Development'. Some Themes for the Seventies, 
World Development, June 1973. 
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On the other tend» the changes la external environment may 
eaart pressures on the continuation of outward-looking policies» 
especially flexible exchange rates» in various ways. The control of infla-
tion has become a much more difficult task than before» In the wake of 
the 1974-75 recession most Latin American countries will reduce their 
balance of payments deficits» in part because the net inflow of external 
capital is bound to recede. Hence» the balance of payments will not exert 
the same contractionary effect it has in the last two years. At the same 
time prospects are that ©sternal inflation — the rate at which import 
prices» especially capital goods» are rising — will proceed at 5-10% per 
year. 

In this environment..-- and most Latin Assaricaa countries have 
themselves inflation rates of 20% or ffiore — continued exchange' rate 
flexibility is the cornerstone of a successful export policy. But this 
flexibility cannot be taken for granted. When the Government encounters 
increasing difficulties in containing inflation, and external factors 
exert an inflationary pressure» th© exchange rate adjustments themselves 
may con® to be regarded as part of the forces feeding into the process of 
continued price inflation. In this respect exchange rate adjustment of 
various kinds — mini™ devalue tons » crawling peg» managed free rates — 
have the same disadvantages as universal indexing. They are necessary as 
a defense against the ill effects of (accelerating) inflation on the balance 
of payments. But fitting them in a program of containing or reducing infla-
tion will cause steady strain. Only a commitment to enhancing the competi-
tiveness of industry — and its integration into world markets — will 
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Bake for continued adherence to a policy of preventing overvaluation of 

the exchange rate. 

The adjustments to the changes in the external eavironseat are . 
putting flexible exchange rate policies under pressure in several otter 
wayBo 

Reductions in imports have8 in some countries» been achieved" 
through increases in direct restrictions» increased deposit requirements 
or higher tariffs. The import cost increases effected outside th© exchange 
rate system indirectly put essports at a disadvantage (e.g.„ Brazil). 

Recovery of sajor export commodity prices '(e.g., coffee and 
copper) will make the overall balance of payments case for rate &djust®aats 
less apparent. Yet given high domestic inflation rates, adjustments coa= 
tinu© to be necessary if manufactured exports are to be cofspetitive. 

Greater emphasis on resource-based export developments may 
divert attention from the need for exchange rate flexibility. The economic 
case for the mineral and other resource-based export projects has been 
strengthened by external price changes aads in the case of oil importers0 
by the greater foreign exchange requirements associated with the higher 
cost of oil. These projects are less dependent on domestic labor and 
input costs — in effect, they have more of an "enclave" nature — and henceB 
the case in favor of exchange rat© flexibility seems less evident than it 
is for manufactured exports. 

The next phase of Industrialization — and in fact also export 
diversification — in certain countries, e.g., Brazils, Argentina and MexLcos 
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nay involve substantial investment in capital goods industries and other 
technologically more complicated products« Initially these industries 
may be primarily oriented toward the domestic market and they may there-
fore be less interested In the continuation of present export oriented 
policies. 

Defense Against" Recession; How Stable is the Growth Path? 
The growth profile given in Table 1 does not envisage fluctua-

tions in export demands, prices and volumes. The 1973 oil crisis and the 
ensuing 1974-75 recession brought major changes in export prospects, price 
structures, creditworthiness, and indicated investment strategies» While 
Latin Asssrica was in a strong position to stake the necessary adjustments, 
mid is now resuming once again a stronger growth trend, it may be in a 
weaker position to face another recession should, on©,strike in the next 
3-5 years. Even after the recovery envisaged in the next few years, the 
countries represented in Table 1 would, in combination, be in a weaker 

position than they were in 1973: 

(a) External debt service would be higher in relation to 
.1 * 

exports (and the year-to-year increases in exports); and hence countries 

would be less able to obtain private compensatory finance; 

(b) Imports would be lower in relation to GDP and hence less 

"compressible", i.e., import reductions might more quickly affect growth; 

(c) Reserves might be lower in relation to Imports; 

(d) Industrial countries may be pursuing less liberal import 

policies, particularly for those categories which increased most rapidly 

in 1971-75. 
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Without speculating whether or not in the years ahead the 

©sternal environment will be sore or less stable than it has been in the 

past ten years „ It h o u M see© wise for the Latin Mexican countries to 

include9 in their planning» external recessions as on® of eh© problems 

against which, to protect themselves«—'' One way, perhaps the most effec-

tive way» to do tfc-is id.ll be to direct escorts to the most stable and 

rapidly growing markets. Mortally0 one would expect that store rapid growth 

will make it easier to cop© with ©asternal fluctuations. la turnD trade 

among more rapidly growing countries may be subject to less severe reduc-

tions or decelerations than trade with slower growing grouplag® subject to 

recessions. On t&e present world scene it would sesm that OPEC sad the 

Latin American Rsgion itself are among the more rapidly growing groups and 

hence should be important export markets. This paper leaves aside the ques-

tion of expanding trad© with the aoa-Latin OPEC countries. It ha® already 

beea observed that the OECD market will continue to be a major factor ia 

Latin America's export growths particularly if countries start escorting 

non-electrical machinery and other capital goods to this market. The next 

section explores to what extent regional trade can contribute to the growth 

and stability of Latin American exports. 

1/ The arguments, especially those under (a) and (b) above would of course 
be weakened should growth first exceed the rates projected in Table 1. 



Ill Intra-regional Exports 

The regional arrangements — LAF2A, the Central American Common 
Market, the Caribbean Free Trade Association and the Andean Group — have 
attracted very considerable attention over the years« The first two of 
these, at least» exerted a considerable Initial impact in the 'sixties. The 
liberalization measures of the Andean Group did, however, have their initial 
impact In the early 'seventies: but further encouragement of trade — and 
investment — must await th® resolution, of crucial issues in the treatment of 
foreign investment» and agreements on the level of the coasmon external tariff 
and regional industrial programming. Th© Andean Group will have to find 
common ground, in th© interest of ail, among the divergent economic philoso-
phies of Its members. Prospects ar© that progress will be slow at best — 
and that it will need to b© encouraged by a cosssaon political concern. Yet» 
even if slow» it could make» eventually» a significant contribution to the 
development of all msmbers. Only in combination can taey begin to form a 
market of sufficient size for the technologically more complicated industries 
which constitute the cornerstone of the nest major phase of IDC export 
development 

With growth rates for Latin America projected some 40-50% above 
those for the OECD» exports to the Region should necessarily assume a special 
place in any country's strategy. What has happened to regional exports» 
especially of manufactured goods» and what can realistically be done to encour-
age them? 

1/ The difficult problems and issues confronting the smaller economies 
of Central America and the Caribbean are not considered in this paper. 
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Regional Export Trends 1968-73 
While exports of manufactured goods to all destinations» a© •roll 

as exports to the Region» increased rapidly» th© latter generally tended to 
lag behind those to industrial countries. Hence» while in 1962-68 Latia 
American exports within the Region grew more rapidly than exports to all 
d@stinationss the situation was reversed in 1968=73; 

(Annual Growth Rates) 
All Destina- To Latin 
tioas âœariça 

1962-67 31.9 34.1 
1967-6« 21.2 22.7 
1968-73 39.8 32.0 

Hence„ for Latin American exports of manufactures9 the share going 
to LAFTA tended to shrink, in 1968-73. For all LAFTA ©sports » this ahasr© 

2/ 

declined from 35.7% in 1968 to 26.8% in 1973.™ From the data presented, it 
appears that the decline in LAFTA shares during this period was quite gen-
eral» i.e.» it occurred in the ©ssports of the major commodity categories»' — 

1/ Data for 19&2-67 and 1967-68 from Hollis B. Chenery and Helen Hughes» 
Industrialization and Trad© Treads; Some Issues for th® 1970"s9 Table 
1-5$ Prospects for Partnership» Industrialization and Trade Policies 
in the 1970®s, Edited by Helen Hughes» World Baak and the Johns Hopkins» 
University Press» 1973. Data for 1968-73 for LAFTA countries only» 
Table 2 and Annex Table 1. 

2/ Table 2 and Annex Tables 1 through 6 give data for all manufactured 
exports and major SITC sub-categories for all LAFTA, Argentina» Brasil» 
Colombia and Mexico. Annex Table 5 presents data on Colombian exports 
to the Andean sub-region. The direction of manufactured exports for 
LAFTA and Argentina,, Brazil» Colombia and Mexico is shown in Table 3. 
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the aaSa ©xeeptloa being escorts of chemicals-''. 

(a) Brazil's raaaufaetursd exports grew most rapidly (52 .21 average 
m&ual growth la currnsat dollars compared with 39 „8% for all LAFTA) aad its 
UFTA shares fell most (by 43.21 compared'with 24.9% for all LAFTA) 

(b) For the three largest countries» which also have relatively more 
•developed industrial structures (Argentina, Brasil and M3sd.ce), exports of 
machinery and automotive equipn®nt grew relatively more rapidly than otter sub-
categories s with the exception of "miscellaneous? exports fro® Brazil and 
Colombia. 

(c) For the category Mschi&sry and Automotive Equipment, and for Mis-
cellaneous Products, th© ®ar© r&pid was the growth of exports t® all destinations, 
the sharper tended to fe© eh© d&cline in eh© shares going to LAFXA. 

There are two noteworthy exceptions where share®.going to the region in-
creased; Brazilian exports, of aster vehicles (th® LAFTA share- increased from. 

61.8% in 1968 to 87.1% In 1973) and Colombian aborts of machinery and transport 

equipment going to LAFTA and to the Andean group (th© LAFTA share increasing 

from 5 5 . 7 % to 6 2 . 7 % ) . Th© share of Colombia's non-coffee exports (agricultural 

1/ Chemicals make up the smallest of the 4 sub-categories studied — account-
~ ing for 1.6% of total exports in 1968 and 2.0% in 1973. LDC exports 

of chemicals to industrial countries tended to lag behind other LDC manu-
factured exports; import of chemicals of fifteen industrial countries from 
LDC s increased by 1 5 . 4 % per annum in 1 9 6 7 - 7 3 as against 3 0 . 0 % for all 
manufactures. Similarly, the share of D.S. Imports of chemicals and com-
pounds from LDC1s declined from 31% in 1967 to 19% In 1973, and 21% in 1974 
as against an increase for miscellaneous manufactures from 19.5% in 1967 to 
2 6 . 6 % in l y 7 3 , and 3 2 . 3 % in 1 9 7 4 . (Cf Keesing and Plesch opt, clt., 
Tables 3 and 6) 

2/ Tyler (opt, clt., page 270) also observes that LAFTA's importance as a deter-
~~ mining force and stimulant of Brazilian manufactured exports has been curtailed 

since 1967. 
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and manufactured) to the Andean Group also increased fro® 11.6% to 15.2% 

As can be expected» intra-regianal trade is most important where 

location and geography favor trade with neighboring countries. Around half of 

Argentine manufactured exports goes to LAFXA — and this share even increased 
2/ 

in the period for all manufactures and for three of the four sub-categories 0~ 

On the other hand» the share of Mexicap, exports going to LAFTA is small and 

it declined from 18% to 11%. 

What Prospects for the Future? 

Even after noting the exceptions» and they are important,, the conclu-

sion remains that the pull of trade with an increasingly integrated world mar-

ket was stronger than eh© pull exerted by demand within the Region. Perhaps 

one should say that given the dynamic increase in manufactured ©sports to 

the industrial countries» it is assaying that exports within the Region per-

formed as well as they did. It is possible thiit in the two recession years» 

1974 and 1975, the shares of exports going to LAFTA increased somewhat — as 

demand in the Region suffered declines less steep than those in the industrial 

countries. However» over the next several years these sate forces pulling 

Latin America into a broader world market are likely to remain strong. This 

will b© especially marked if the relatively more developed Latin countries 

succeed in entering industrial country markets fox machinery and other techno-

1/ Of Colombia's exports to the Andean Group in 1974 only 10% was covered by 
the liberalization program (information from F„ Thoumi» based on unpublished 
Incomex data). 

2/ A closer inspection of Argentina's exports indicates that for several of the 
most rapidly growing items» the LAFTA share actually did decline — as in the-
case of similar categories in the other countries — e.g.» paper and paper-
board» textiles yarn and thread» agricultural machinery and machines n.e.s. 
non-electrical. It is also worthwhile noting that even in Argentina the shai 
of miscellaneous exports to LAFTA decreased sharply. Cf Annex Table 2. 
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logically more complicated products. Moreover, interdependence with the 
industrial countries will also be enhanced by the development of resource-
based exports whicha it has been noted, are expected to be important for 
certain countries (e.g., Peru and Colombia) 

Given the strong interdependence with the rest of the world, 
there is a clear need for adequate compensatory financing mechanism® to 
help as an offset against the effects of external fluctuations and reces-
sions. These mechanisms will make possible the development of export produc-
tion along the sosf, economic lines — and without undue subsidization burdens 
or intra-regional protection. Yet, given the imperfections which are likely 
to remain in any systsra of compensatory arrangements, it would seem desirable 
that regional export measures counteract the extra-regional forces which 
have exerted themselves strongly since the late 'sixties. These measures 
mmt necessarily be different in nature, in various countries, allowing for. 
considerable variations in the importance of exports to the region. In 1973, 
Argentina exported 56% of its manufactured goods to LAFTA and Central America» 
compared with 15% for Mexico. 

The development of exports to the Region will necessarily have to 
exploit the considerable differences In natural endowments existing among some 
countries. Agricultural and food exports may, therefore, be at least as impor-
tant as manufactured exports In increasing regional trade — as is evident froi 
the experience of Colombia which significantly increased its share of non-

1( The integration of Latin America into the World Economy is the special 
focus of Latin America, A Broader World Role by Adalbert Krieger Vasena 
and Jav i e r Pasos» Londons, 1973. 
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coffee agricultural exports to the Amies® sub-region. Once again> this point 
stresses the importance of having incentive measures addressed to © broad 
rang® of items» both agricultural and manufactures. 

A further measure needed to increase regional exports is a strength-
ening of the complimsntarity of export production. This gives special Impor-
tance to the efforts sfc coordination of investment in certain key industries 
within the Andean sub-region. Assuming it is carried out without esscessiv© 
istra-regional protection B infe® trial programing ®ay, at least over eh© logger 
tenas make an equally important contribution to export development as liberali-
zation of existing barriers. To b® successful» industrial coordination of 
this type will require ¿inset assistance fro® national governments and inter-
national finaac©s both public and private9 in addition to receiving .the neces-
sary price incentives. 
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•MOlä 

igXlCO 

jxpcreo to uyro ffl 

, Basis & Kiacalleaswaa Mamgaetwas 
Mse&inasy & Tsmapost Eqv&poaaS 

ARGEOTINÄ Kemifecttu scturad Prmäwces Basic Mamifastoraa Ciwaicals MacMaesy & Tffaasgert Ê ifssst Mi8e«lla®sse«i Mfssjieatesrao 

HS! 

33.7 33,2 
27.1 
58.4 

47.3 
34.7 
33.3 
71.0 63.3 

¡SD. 

26.S 
20.4 
39.3 
34.1 

53.3 
38.0 
SO. 7 
77.4 
37.9 

% Os sage 
¿ajfesm 

-24.9 
«3.0 -41.6 

1.2.7 
9.5 

42.8 9.0 -45.5 

&mrag® Aasual 

39.® 
40.5 
21.2 
54.0 

34.3 
33.0 
13.6 
40.0 
32.6 

B&aie Maaiifeciniffeö Ch&ssicfils HAehiaery & Ttanafeyfc Equlpa3n£ Miecsliaascaa Mmaifaeeuiree 

43.6 
44 .1 
14.1 
70.4 
37.0 

23.9 
18.5 
24.1 
49.2 
14.® 

-43.2 -38.0 70.9 
-30 .1 -(10.0 

52=2 
47.S 
32.3 
4S.2 

111.2 

COLOMBIA 
HamiSaetxisad pjrodi&eSa Boele itoraiactura« 

Cheffiieols Hashin«ry & Trsaeposi: EqutpaaoE Kieealla&oeua Hessäfseetsr®® 

2 8 . 0 19.3 31.3 
33.7 
28.5 

22.2 12.2 
60.7 
62.7 
21.6 

-20.7 
-3®. 8 

18.3 
16. S 

-24 .2 

41.9 
41.7 
42.3 
34.3 
78.3 

HEStCO M«nuf*ctur»d Prod»ct«> Saale Manufactures Ctasieel« Msefaiaspy & Ttaaspore Egaipssne Hiaeeliaaactts t-iaasifaciw.geo 

18.3 
9.5 

21.1 
24.3 
27.0 

11.4 
4 .7 

25.0 
"9.7 
12.8 

«37.7 »SO.5 
IS . 3 -60.1 

-52.6 

37.3 
26.8 19.a 
66.3 20.1 

32ü£: SIYC HosEanclaeuga 
<5 tteoaph 8 minus 68) Manttfactugad Prodtteta 
(3) Cteaa&cala: Chssiieal Eleasaes, cesapeußdo, Oyes, Pasfasra, Fertiliser„ Plastica, Poaticides. 
(6 mioaia 68) Basic Mamfscewraa: Laach«?, Rubber Art.» Hood & Cortt KSBwfactMEHiS, Veneers, Plywood, Papar, Texeile Tara Natural ead Synthatic, Cess-sbe, Claas, Xssaa & Sfcael, Matal Xoola & Structures. 
(68) Hon-Perrous Matala; Silver, Platin«®, Almdtass, Coppers Nickel, Laad, Wae Mosmf setures. 
(7) Machinery & Transport Egulga&Rg: Boilars, Stesa Engines, Aircraft Englas(3, Turbinss, Harvest & Threafelag Machinery, Tractosrs, Office Machines, Matal Work Machines, Industrial Machinery, Piasps, Appliiusses, Taleccsssrajaications» Else er ic Machiuaa & Tools, Railway Vehicls®, Road Motor Vehicles, Aircraft®, Ships. 
(8) Miacollsaeowa Manufacture: Lighting Fisturffis, Furnitusro, Travol Goods, Clothing, Footwear, Professional Scientific sad Controlling Instrwnsnts, Musical Inatnsmnts, Printed Mattes, Articles of Artificial Plastic, Toys, Jewelry, Works of Art, Artiaanry. 

Source: Baaed on U.N. Ccassodity Trade Statistics (1968-1973) 
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Composition of Enporte 
SITC SITC to all Destination* 
Classification Cod« (US$ thousand) 

IS68 1973 

TOTAL EXPORTS 0,1,2,3,4,5,4,7,8,9 . 558,278 1,175,512 

HQS-COFFEE EXPORTS (0-9)-07 206,804 377,584 

I. Manufactured Good» (5-8)-68 53,334 307,311 

1) Chemical» 5 8.621 33,647 

2) Basic Manufactures excluding 
tton-Ferrouo Metal« 6-68 33,921 205,464 

a) Leather, Dressed Pur . . . 61 3,510 18,302 
b) Textile Yarn, Fabric 65 9,304 54,250 

3) Machines and Transport Eipilpoent 7 4,166 17,719 
a) Machinery; Electric and 

Non-Electric 71+72 3,907 14,903 

4) Miscellaneous Manufactured Good« 8 4,639 48,482 
a) Clothing 84 515 19,221 

II. Other Exports (0-4)+9+68-07 153,470 270,273 
a) Heat and Preparation« 01 1,471 40,545 
b) Fish and Preparations 03 3,195 10,685 
c) cut Flowers, Folllage 292.7 277 8,415 

il LAFTA: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Henlco, Paraguay, 

Source; Baaed on U.N. Commodity Trade Statistics 

ANNEX TABLE 4 1/ 
EXPORTS FROM CCH.0MBIA TO IAFTA 

Composition o£ Eaposts 
Co all DtatlMtlmu 

m 

Csopaaltton of Esporte 
to l.AFTA 

m 

Export» to LAFTA «• 
Percentage of Total 

t>» Catenaries 

Avarage Par Annua 
Crotstfa of Esporte 

to LAST A 

Average Per Annua 
Grovtb of Total 

E»aorta 
1968 1973 1968 1223 1968 M l 1968-1973 1970-1973 1968-1973 1970-1973 

¡00.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 6.1 9.5 27.0 6.7 16.1 17.6 
37.0 49.1 88.6 92.2 14.6 17.8 27.8 15.9 22.8 29.8 
9.6 26.1 43.7 61.1 28.0 22.2 35.S 58.5 41.9 73.8 
llS; " 3.0 12.9 19.4 Sl.3 60.7 38.0 51.5 42.5 60.0 

6.4 
0.6 
1.7 

17.5 
1.6 
4.6 

20.3 
0.3 
3.4 

22.4 

3.6 

19.3 
3.3 
12.4 

12.2 e 
'l. 5 

29.2 

28.8 

62.7 

70.0 

41.7 
39.7 
42.3 

76.0 
48.2 
62.0 

0.8 1.5 6.6 9.9 53.7 62.7 37.8 55.5 34.5 47.0 
0.7 1.3 6.6 7.9 57.2 59.2 31.7 50.0 30.7 4S.0 
0.8 
0.1 

4.1 
1.6 

3.8 
0.3 

9.4 
2.3 

28.5 
21.6 

21.6 
13.2 

51.2 
87.0 

68.0 78.5 
106.5 

97.S 
160.0 

27.4 
0.3 
0.6 
0.1 

23.0 
J. 5 
0.9 
0.7 

44.9 
3.4 

31.1 
5.7 

10.0 
79.5 

12.7 
15.4 

17.a 
40.0 

<11.0) 
103.6 

12.0 
94.0 
27.2 
97.5 

9.« 
105.5 
30.3 

105.0 

, Uruguay, Venezuela 
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SXTC 
897 

892 

851 

842 

841 
831 
821 

732 
724 
722 

717 
714. 
712 
711« 
673 
671 
665 
661 

656 
654 
653 
652 
651 
641 

629 
581 

561 

Aa»©& Table 7 

BYMMIC EXPORTS OF BRAZILIAN MANUFACTURES 
(ia thousand U.S. dollars) 

gRQOTGT 1968 1973 
Gold0 Sllvexmse, Jomlary 594 10,631 
Prlated Matter - 11,356 
Footwear 450 93„478 
Furk etc.» Cloths® Products 5,610 
Clothing Hot of Fur 462 83,072 
Travel Goodo , Haadbags - 8,280 
furaisuss 502 10o297 
Road Motor Vehicles 972 61,687 
TelGCQEaimicasioiBS Equlpmeat 734 46,191 
Else. Sower Mscfeiaesyo Switchg©as 913 Ho 337 
Tsseil® LaaehaE Hschinory 2,542 14,616 
Aesountiag Machines & Cotsputers 833 4 s960 
Agricultural Mschiasry 566 9,229 
Ploeoa Eaglaes Non-Air 111 8,645 
Iron & Stssl Shapes 2 „682 19,185 
Pig Iron 5,656 47,235 
Glassware - 2,076 
Cement 267 3,536 
Tereils Etc. Products KES ls 116 21,589 
Lace» Ribbons, Tulle„ etc. - 1,813 
Woven Textiles Noti-Cot£ozi 7 „301 42,586 
Cotton Fabrics Woven 1,831 53,946 
Textile Ŷ rn & Thread 2,727 97,522 
Paper & Paparfeoard - 23»883 
Rubber Articles HES 553 6,362 
Plastic Materials 318 5,991 
Fertilizers Manufactured — 2,279 



Annex Table 8 
DYNAMIC MANUFACTURES EXPORTS OF ARGENTINA 

(ia thousand U„3. Dollars) ~~ 

SITC PRODUCT 1968 1973 

8S1 Footwear 176 20,284 
842 Fur etc» , Clothes, Prod. 1,264 14,911 
841 Clothing not of Fur 2,514 13,061 
732 Road Motor Vehicles 4,294 86,719 
719.9 Machift© Fartss Accessories NES 842 7,385 
719.6 Non~al®ctric Machines BES 1,076 9,812 
719.2 Pumps, Centrifuges 593 11,540 
718 Machines for SPCL Industries 662 16,342 

714„2 Accounting Machines, Computers 5,302 19,4S3 
712 Agricultural Machinery 2,357 21,832 
674 Iron, Steal Univ. Plate, Sneet 371 24,977 
673 Iron, sad Steel Shapes 14,285 71,582 

651 Textiles, Yarn & Thread 513 14,538 

611 Leather 17,155 97,551 



Azmex Table 3 
BIMMIC MM'JUf ACXUSED EXPORTS OF COLOMBIA 

(ia thousand U.S. dollars) 

SXTC PRODUCT 1«*68 1973 

841 Clothing, not of Fur 515 19»213 

673 Iroa & Steel Shapes __ 50 708 

667 Pearls Precious „ SeH&i-prec » Stones 467 86 ¡,622 

652 Cottoa Fabrics'Hovsa 5S076 24,175 
651 Textile Yarn & Thread 3S693 19,988 
611 Leather 3»410 17,117 

292 Cut Flowers 277. 8 a 415 



Aanex Table 10 

BYiLAMIC EM5JFACTURED ESPQB.TS OF MEXICO 

SITC PRODUCT 1968 1973 
897.1 Rsal Jewelery, Gold-Silver 1,783 12,408 
894 Toys, Sporfcisg Goods etc. 2,889 24,464 

891 Sound Recorders, Producers 2 $ XX5 13,505 
862 Photo, Cinema Supplies 7,790 

841 Clothing not of fur 4,648 67,144 
734 Aircraft 1,492 23,218 
732 Road Motor Vehicles 3 & 233 97,068 
724 Telecoffiffiuaicatioas Equipment 3,771 83,912 
722.2 Switchgeaz. etc. 2,178 33,479 
719.9 Machine Parts, Accessories H.K.S. 12,124 109,302 
714.2 Accounting Machines, Coaputsrs 3S6 29,330 

711.5 • Piston Engines Non~Air 1,996 31f291 
673 Iron & Steel Shapes — • 9,189 
652.1 Gray Mover.! Got ton Fabric 1,6X7 28,822 
652.2 Mown Cotton Bleacheds etc. 410 14,806 

651.3 Grey Cotton Yarn in Bulk 5,536 26,315 
642 Articles of Paper 1,127 10,260 

631 Veneers, Plywood etc. 2,053 10,356 

513.3 Inorgasxic Acids 609 24,935 




